edison at work

Crambo for Spain’s Olympic Committee
Tokyo-Madrid Olympic tele-transport with Edison PRO
Crambo is pushing the boundaries and creating a lot of high-level
content with Edison PRO. For this project with the Spanish Olympic
Committee during the last Tokyo Olympic Games, Crambo went
one step further to overcome social distancing.
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“For us it was a great
experience, and when
the client saw the
result they fell in love
with it. About the
production itself, I
think we were not
only creative and took
good advantage of
the tools that Edison
provided us with, but
also managed to
make easy something
that seemed, at a first
grance, complicated.”
Balbi González
Engineering
Manager, Crambo

The 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games were
delayed to 2021 because of the COVID
pandemic, but even one year later there
were still many restrictions on events in
public spaces due to the on-going
pandemic, and the organization still did not
allow public access to the Olympic areas.
During the event, the COE wanted to
maintain the contact of the athletes in
Tokyo with the rest of the people in Spain:
family, friends, and the press, especially
when medals were won. To achieve this,
Crambo thought on Edison PRO to solve
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